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Abstract 

Influence line diagrams depict the effect of changing the duration of a single activity on the whole project’s 

duration. The behaviour of influence lines, transitions between criticality types were hitherto examined with 

certain limitations on the activities and the relations. Only the four end-point relationships were allowed, 

the finish-to-start, start-to-start, finish-to-finish, and the start-to-finish. This paper aims to extend the 

previous research by inspecting the influence lines and criticality types if not only these relations, but also 

point-to point relations are allowed. 
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1. Introduction and literature review 

Precedence Diagramming Method is the most widely used network technique due to its flexibility in 

modelling the task. However, most of the applications do not use all the possibilities of this technique, they 

stick to the findings of Roy [1] Fondahl [2] and IBM [3]. The endpoint relations of the traditional approach 

(start-to-start, start-to-finish, finish-to-start, finish-to-finish) limit the modelling capabilities of PDM, 

especially when handling overlapping activities. This problem was issued by several researchers, like Kim 

[4, 5], Francis and Miresco [6, 7], Plotnick [8] Ponce de Leon [9]. Finally Hajdu [10] gave a mathematical 

model and terminology of point-to-point relations which allow to define a relation between two arbitrary 

points of the activities These internal points can be described as the volume of work performed (if the 

activities are linear) or the time spent in percentage: 0% is the start of the activity, 100% is the end, and any 

point in between can be chosen. This allows a more precise work with overlapping activities, while the 

traditional endpoint relations still can be used. 

Criticality of the activities in a PDM network has a great significance when a project’s duration has to be 

shortened: changing activity duration on the critical path can result in speeding up the project, but it also 

can lengthen it in certain situations. The different behaviour of critical activities was described first by Weist 

[11], then extended by Hajdu [12]. Based on their findings, six criticality types exist, defined by the effects 

of the activity duration’s modification on the project duration. Influence line diagrams depict this effect. The 

criticality types and the influence lines are summarised in table 1. 
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Table 1. Criticality types and their influence line diagrams, where horizontal axis represents activity duration, vertical axis represents 

project duration 

Criticality type Effect of increasing 

activity duration 

Effect of decreasing 

activity duration 

Influence line  

Normal critical Increasing project 

duration 

Decreasing project 

duration 

 

Neutral critical  No effect on project 

duration 

No effect on project 

duration 

 

Reverse critical Decreasing project 

duration 

Increasing project 

duration 

 

Increasing normal 

decreasing neutral critical 

Increasing project 

duration 

No effect on project 

duration 

 

Increasing neutral 

decreasing reverse 

critical 

No effect on project 

duration 

Increasing project 

duration 

 

Bi-critical Increasing project 

duration 

Increasing project 

duration 

 

 

Bokor and Hajdu have shown that the abovementioned criticality types are valid for networks with point-to 

point relations as well [13]. The main difference is the effect of changing the activity duration: in case only 

endpoint relations are allowed, changing the activity duration by one day changes the project duration also 

by one day (or zero). In case of point-to-point relations, the value of project duration’s changes depends on 

the activity duration, as well as the points where the critical path enters and leaves the activity. The formula 

given by Bokor and Hajdu is valid also for endpoint relations, so it can be used for any activity. 
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Influence lines were introduced by Hajdu [14], and the internal rules shaping the form of influence lines 

were described by Lepel and Hajdu [15], with the following limitations:  

• activities were assumed to be linear, non-splittable, and non-stretchable; 

• only the four minimal end-point relationships were allowed; 

• calendars were not allowed; 

• hard constraints (such as Must Start at, Start Earlier than) were not allowed; 

• resources and their limitations did not affect the results of the time analysis. 

The research has shown that increasing and decreasing the duration of the activity can result in changing 

the criticality type of activities. Table 2. shows the possible transitions from a criticality type to another. 

Table 2. Transitions between criticality types. 

Criticality type Increasing activity duration Decreasing activity duration 

Normal critical no change normal-neutral or bi-critical 

Neutral critical normal-neutral neutral-reverse 

Reverse critical neutral-reverse or bi-critical no change 

Normal-neutral normal neutral-reverse 

Neutral-reverse neutral-normal reverse 

Bi-critical normal reverse 

 

The goal of this research is to investigate the behaviour of influence lines in case of point-to-point relations. 

1 Research goals and limitations 

This research aims to extend the use of influence lines in PDM networks by allowing minimal point-to-point 

relations. Other generalisations, like non-linear, splittable or stretchable activities are not allowed. 

Calendars and hard constraints cannot be used either. Allowing one or more of these factors could serve 

as further research. 

2 Influence lines in case of point-to point activities 

As mentioned earlier, all six criticality types can be found in case of point-to-point relations. However, the 

behaviour of the influence lines is analogous, but not completely equivalent to the ones in case of endpoint 

relations. 

1.1. Normal critical activities 

 

Figure 1. Critical and non-critical relations of a normal critical activity 

(red arrows represent critical relations, black arrows represent non-critical relations) 

 

In case of normal critical activities, the critical path enters at an arbitrary point of the activity and leaves at 

a point which is after the entering point. This can be inspected in Figure 1. Increasing normal critical 

activities’ duration increases the project duration while a decrement in the activities’ duration results in 
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decreasing project duration. The value of this increment and decrement depends on the entering and 

leaving points’ position and the activity duration. Thus, the gradient of the influence line can be 45°or lower. 

If the activity duration of a normal critical activity is raised in case of endpoint relations, then it remains 

normal critical and the influence line does not change. In a network with point-to-point relations it is 

possible that increasing the activity duration results in changing of the critical path so that another 

connection becomes critical which leaves the activity at a later point than the previous. In this case the 

activity remains normal critical, but the gradient of the influence line changes. The changing critical relations 

are shown in Figure 2., the influence line is introduced in Figure 3. The example represents a network with 

three activities A, B and C. There are four point-to point relations, No. 1., 2., 3. and 4., where AB 50-90 15 

reads as follows: The relation connects 50% point of activity A with 90% point of activity B and the lag is 15 

days. The table shows the changes in the project duration caused by changing the duration of activity B. 

The changes of critical connections are also indicated, as the float of critical connections is zero. The 

example shows an activity with changing critical connections with an unaltered criticality type, the inflection 

is at activity duration 48. 

                 

Figure 2. Changing of critical and non-critical relations of a normal critical activity – while the outgoing critical connection changes 

the activity remains normal critical. 

 

 
 Figure 3. Influence line of a normal critical activity 

1.2 Neutral critical activities 

 

Figure 4. Critical and non-critical relations of a neutral critical activity 
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If the critical path enters and leaves the activity at the same point, wherever it is in the activity, the activity 

is called neutral critical activity. Fig. 4 illustrates some possible combinations. In this case, changing the 

activity’s duration does not affect the project’s duration until the point where a third relation becomes 

critical. The influence line of a neutral activity is horizontal, in case of endpoint relations and point-to-point 

relations alike. If the activity duration is modified to a point where a third relation turns critical, the activity 

becomes increasing normal decreasing neutral critical or increasing neutral decreasing reverse critical. The 

influence line of neutral critical activities is demonstrated in Figure 5. with a network, where the activity B 

is neutral at the inspected duration and between 1,2 and 34,8. 

  
Figure 5. Influence line of a neutral critical activity 

 

1.3 Reverse critical activities  

 

Figure 6. Critical and non-critical relations of a reverse critical activity 

 

Reverse critical activities have the critical path entering at a later point than it is leaving that activity. 

Increasing a reverse critical activity’s duration decreases the project duration. Decreasing the activity’s 

duration, on the contrary, increases the project duration. The increment and decrement again depend on 

the activity duration and position of the incoming and outgoing points of the critical path. Similarly to the 

normal activities, the gradient of the influence line can be lower than 45°, and it can even change while the 

activity remains reverse critical. Figure 7. demonstrates one possible combination of changing critical 

connections while maintaining the criticality of the activity. Figure 8. shows the influence line in this 

situation, with an inflection at the duration of 13,6 and 82. 
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Figure 7. Changing of critical and non-critical relations of a reverse critical activity – while the outgoing critical connection changes 

the activity remains reverse critical. 

 
 

Figure 8. Influence line of a reverse critical activity 

1.4 Increasing normal – decreasing neutral critical 

 

Figure 9. Critical and non-critical relations of an increasing normal – decreasing neutral  

critical activity 

In case of increasing normal – decreasing neutral critical activities, the activity has three critical connections. 

There is one pair of critical connections, which point towards and out of the same point while the third 

critical connection creates the situation of the critical path leaving the activity later than entering it. Some 

possible connection combinations can be seen in Figure 9. This way, the activity becomes simultaneously a 

neutral and a normal critical activity, depending on the changes of the duration. The effect on the project 

duration is also the combination of normal and neural criticality: increasing the activity duration by one day 

increases the project duration by one day or less and decreasing the activity duration makes no change in 

the project duration. Figure 10. illustrates the influence line of an increasing normal – decreasing neutral 

critical activity. In the example the activity is increasing normal – decreasing neutral critical at the duration 

56, below that, it is neutral, above that it is normal critical. 
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Figure 10. Influence line of an increasing normal – decreasing neutral critical activity 

1.5 Increasing neutral – decreasing reverse 

 

Figure 11. Critical and non-critical relations of an increasing neutral – decreasing reverse  

critical activity 

 

Increasing neutral – decreasing reverse activities have combine the neutral and reverse criticalities: the 

critical path enters and leaves once at the same point and one of these connections with a third critical 

connection realises the combination that reverse critical activities have: the critical path leaving point 

precedes its entering point. The three critical connections result that increasing the activity duration does 

not affect the project duration, while decreasing the activity duration increases project duration. The 

gradient of the reverse section depends on the position of the critical path’s entering and leaving point and 

the activity duration. Figure 12 demonstrates the influence line of an activity which is increasing neutral – 

decreasing reverse critical at the duration 17, below that, it is reverse, above that it is neutral critical. 
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Figure 12. Influence line of an increasing neutral – decreasing reverse critical activity 

1.6 Bi-critical 

    

Figure 13. Critical and non-critical relations of a bi-critical activity 

 

If the activity has four critical connections, and they in pairs point to and from two identical points, then the 

activity is bi-critical. The activity can be bi-critical in case of three critical connections: these have to produce 

the conditions of a normal and reverse activity simultaneously. One incoming critical connection is 

preceded and followed by two outgoing critical connections, or the one critical outgoing connection is 

preceded and followed by two incoming critical connections. These combinations are depicted by Figure 

13. Increasing or decreasing a bi-critical activity’s duration both result in increasing project duration, but it 

is possible that the gradients of the two sections are different. Figure 14. shows an example of an activity 

that is bi-critical at duration 50. If the duration is longer, it is normal critical, if it is shorter than 50 it is 

reverse critical with an inflection at 30. 
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Figure 14. Influence line of bi-critical activity 

2 Transitions between criticality types 

Transitions between criticality types in networks with only endpoint relations are listed in Table 2. The 

possible transitions form the chain of reverse critical, then increasing neutral decreasing reverse, then 

neutral, then increasing normal decreasing neutral, then normal critical. If the neutral state is missing, then 

reverse critical, bi-critical, normal critical states follow each other. These transitions are illustrated in Figure 

15 a) and b). 

 

Figure 15. Transitions between influence lines in case of endpoint relations, 

with and without neutral critical state. 

 

In case of point-to-point relations gradient changes within the normal critical and reverse critical state are 

possible, so the influence line diagram can be more complex in this case. As mentioned earlier, the gradient 

of the inclination and declination of the diagram depends on the activity duration and the positions of the 

incoming ang outgoing points of the critical path. Regardless of the relation types the chain is still reverse 

critical, then increasing neutral decreasing reverse, then neutral, then increasing normal decreasing 

neutral, then normal critical. The neutral state can be missing, then the chain is again reverse critical, bi-

critical, normal critical. These two possibilities can be inspected in Figure 16 a) and b). It is more probable 

to reach the bi-critical state in case of point-to point relations than endpoint relations, as connections can 

point to or from any point of the activity and there are three combination possibilities versus one 

combination with only endpoint relations. Reaching neutral state is more probable when only the start or 

finish of an activity can serve as entering and leaving point of the critical path. 
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Figure 16. Transitions between influence lines in case of point-to-point relations, 

with and without neutral critical state.  

3 Conclusions and further research 

This research established that: 

• Influence lines are convex even in case of point-to-point relations; 

• In the case of point-to-point relationships the number of break-points depend on changes of critical 

and non-critical connections as these can produce a break-point even if the criticality type does not 

change. There can be zero break-point if the activity is normal critical, neutral critical or reverse 

critical, and changing the activity duration leaves the critical connections unchanged. There can be 

one breakpoint within one state in case of normal critical and reverse critical activities, and between 

criticality types at increasing normal decreasing neutral critical, increasing neutral decreasing 

reverse critical and bi-critical states. Two or more break-points can appear on the influence line 

within or between criticality types. Theoretically there can be infinite number of break-points. 

• Influence lines are linear or piece-wise linear, and the gradient is maximum 45° (or 1/1) in both 

directions when activities are linear, non-splittable, non-stretchable. 

Further research direction can be the description of the internal rules of influence lines where more of the 

generalizations listed in the ‘Research objectives and limitations’ section are allowed in the schedule 

network. 
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